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The problem is the Covid disaster put us way behind on inspecting tanks. We have been 
red tagging tanks faster than we can fix them over the past three months— and now 
winter is coming. Telling a good customer you cannot fill their tank until it is replaced, 
but you are too busy to replace it before they run out of oil is a bad thing. Telling them it 
is OK for them to go buy some diesel fuel in small cans and pour it into their tank is also 
bad. We need to come up with some better options.

Obviously, we have to make replacing red-tagged tanks our top priority. Put together a 
couple of tank replacement crews, and get them to work 6 days a week until you get 
caught up. If possible, work with a sub-contractor (plumber, or HVAC contractor) to 
help out.

If they are willing, handy customers can do some of the easy red tags themselves. You 
have to tell them what to do, maybe sell them the parts, inspect it when they are 
finished, and get the red tag removed. Stop doing routine inspections of basements 
tanks for existing customers until you are caught up with the current red tags, all 
outside tanks, and all new customers' tanks. The new “enforcement discretion policy” 
extends the deadline for routine inspections until May 1, 2021. Take advantage of it!

On a case-by-case basis, you can get permission from the Department of Environmental 
Conservation to fill a red tag tank if the danger of a spill is not imminent. For example: a 
3/4" vent, unprotected copper under the floor, vent more than 12 feet from the fill, sort 
of stable, and rust but no leak.

Go old school. Before we invented pumps and hoses for oil trucks we used small tank 
trucks with a valve on the back and 5-gallon cans to deliver oil from the truck to the 
customer's tank. On red tagged tanks that can be hand filled, hire a young person with a 
clean driver's license, give them an old pick up, or service van and a bunch of 5 gallon 
cans, and have them go to customers who are about to run out and deliver 20 or 30 
gallons by hand. Keep doing that until you can get the tank replaced. 


